Dated 21.12.2021
List of candidates who are not found eligible to call for interview for the post of
Associate Professor (Sociology) in the School of Undergraduate
Studies/School of Liberal Studies, applied against the Advertisement No.
AUD/01/Acad./2021 dated 11.04.2021. The reason for being not eligible are
mentioned against each.
Sl.
No.
1.

Name of
candidate
Ahmadi
Begam

Reason for not being eligible

Application
Number
15Y127P2I358

1. Research score is 66, which is less than
75 (essential requirement).
2. Teaching experience is 8 years in
various foreign University/College. It is
difficult to ascertain the qualification
required for teaching job in foreign
countries mentioned by the candidate.
Difficult to ascertain whether salary was
as per UGC requirement.
Hence, not eligible.

2.

Neeraj Mishra 15Y127P2I2449

1. No supporting documents for teaching
experience.
2. No proof of publication and research
score attached.
3. M.A. mark sheet is not attachedto
assess percentage marks in M.A.
4. Teaching experience is only 3 years as
per documents attached.
Hence, not eligible.

3.

Avni Sharma

15Y127P2I42

1. Claimed 07 research publications but
only 02 are in UGC approved list/peer
reviewed journal.
2. Research score of 49, less than 75
(essential requirement).
3. Teaching experience is not as per UGC
requirement.

1

Hence, not eligible.
4.

Swati Bijawat

15Y127P2I967

1. No proof in support of required
teaching/research experience.
2. Research score is 48.5, which is less
than 75 (essential requirement).
3. The teaching experience certificate
attached is not as per UGC pay
scale/requirement.
4. There are 08 research paper (not 07
listed in the table)
Hence, not eligible.

Note:- The candidates if desires so, may submit their representation either by
e-mail or by post latest by 27.12.2021 upto 05.30 p.m. The candidates are
advised to strictly follow the essential eligibility criteria as laid down in the
advertisement for the said post before submission of the representation. Late
received representation in whatsoever manner shall not be entertained under
any circumstances. The address for communication is as under:-

Deputy Registrar (Academic Services)
Room No.03, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University Delhi
Lothian Road, Kashmere Gate Campus
Delhi –110 006
Email id: -hr@aud.ac.in

Deputy Registrar
Academic Services Division
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